
John Allison Elementary is a K to 3 school in Princeton, BC.
Teachers registered the school with Action Schools! BC 
in 2007 and have been engaging the 100 students in a
 multitude of healthy living activities ever since. Action
Schools! BC is a framework for action, providing diverse
daily  physical activity, physical education and healthy
 eating opportunities in six Action Zones.

Staff hosted
Action Schools! BC
Classroom Action
(Physical Activity)
Workshops, and 
John Allison received
complimentary
Action Bins filled
with teaching
resources and
 equipment. These
gave teachers
 creative and alternative
ideas on how to integrate physical activity into class time
throughout the school day. Students love the BrainDance
DVD for a daily action break and spend a lot of time being
active in their school garden. 

In 2008, John Allison acquired grants to fulfill their
vision of developing a school garden. They finished the
project the following year, and since then the garden 
has become one of the central focuses for the school
 community. Students plant and pick fresh vegetables 
and fruit from the garden on a regular basis. Teachers
appreciate the Action Schools! BC Classroom Healthy
Eating Workshop along with the resources in the
 accompanying Healthy Eating Action Packs because the
resources and equipment from the packs serve as ideal
teaching tools to complement the school garden. The Who
am I? Flashcards help students identify and learn about the
food they grow, while the cooking utensils and Growing

Vegetable Soup book help students prepare healthy recipes
using  vegetables and fruit.  Students and teachers often
make soup and particularly enjoy stone soup (in which
everyone contributes to a communal pot of soup using
vegetables and fruit from the garden) and butternut 
squash soup. These soups are often enjoyed in the outdoor
classroom – the school garden.

One of the school’s favourite ways to incorporate
healthy eating is through “Fruit on the Counter”
which encourages healthy snacking by having fruit
available on a counter in the lunchroom so that
students can help themselves at any time during
the school day. At John Allison, the focus on
healthy eating is so large that most teachers
 incorporate healthy eating into their lesson plans

every day! Alongside the
healthy eating, there is 
a teacher on staff called
the Gardening Angel
who teaches students

about the different
 growing seasons and
composting. They also
receive  additional
 support from parents 
and members of the
community to help 
maintain the school
 garden.

Staff at John Allison
are passionate about

daily physical activity and
healthy eating, and this passion transcends down to their
students. By taking advantage of all that Action Schools! 
BC has to offer, John Allison Elementary is excelling at
 integrating healthy living into the fabric of their school
community in unique and creative ways. 
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